The university participant pool is a key resource for behavioral research, and data quality is believed to vary over the course of the academic semester. This crowdsourced project examined time of semester variation in 10 known effects, 10 individual differences, and 3 data quality indicators over the course of the academic semester in 20 participant pools (N = 2696) and with an online sample (N = 737). Weak time of semester effects were observed on data quality indicators, participant sex, and a few individual differences-conscientiousness, mood, and stress. However, there was little evidence for time of semester qualifying experimental or correlational effects. The generality of this evidence is unknown because only a subset of the tested effects demonstrated evidence for the original result in the whole sample. Mean characteristics of pool samples change slightly during the semester, but these data suggest that those changes are mostly irrelevant for detecting effects.
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University participant pools provide access to participants for a great deal of published behavioral research. The typical participant pool consists of undergraduates enrolled in introductory psychology courses that require students to complete some number of experiments over the course of the academic semester. Common variations might include using other courses to recruit participants or making study participation an option for extra credit rather than a pedagogical requirement. Research-intensive universities often have a highly organized participant pool with a participant management system for signing up for studies and assigning credit. Smaller or teaching-oriented institutions often have more informal participant pools that are organized ad hoc each semester or for an individual class.
To avoid selection bias based on study content, most participant pools have procedures to avoid disclosing the content or purpose of individual studies during the sign-up process. However, students are usually free to choose the time during the semester that they sign up to complete the studies. This may introduce a selection bias in which data collection on different dates occurs with different kinds of participants, or in different situational circumstances (e.g., the carefree semester beginning versus the exam-stressed semester end).
If participant characteristics differ across time during the academic semester, then the results of studies may be moderated by the time at which data collection occurs. Indeed, among behavioral researchers there are widespread intuitions, superstitions, and anecdotes about the "best" time to collect data in order to minimize error and maximize power. It is common, for example, to hear stories of an effect being obtained in the first part of the semester that then "disappears" in a followup study collected at the end of the semester. Beliefs about this variation can be so strong that some laboratories adopt policies to avoid data collection during particular time periods.
Are these concerns warranted? There is some evidence that individual differences among participants vary slightly across the academic semester (Table 1) , but there is almost no evidence to indicate whether that variation on average has any impact on the detectability and effect magnitudes of correlational or experimental results. We investigated variation in detectability of 10 previously reported effects across 20 participant pools (N = 2696) and an online resource (N = 737).
1. Time of semester effects: legitimate concern or superstition?
Concerns about time-of-semester effects are not new. The existing evidence supports the belief that participants at the beginning of the semester are different on average from participants at the end of the semester. However, the differences are modest. For example, later participation in the semester is related to lower levels of conscientiousness (Witt, Donnellan, & Orlando, 2011) and higher levels of openness to experience (Aviv, Zelenski, Rallo, & Larsen, 2002;  see Table 1 ). In addition, individuals who participate late in the semester show lower intrinsic motivation when compared to those who participated earlier (Hom, 1987; Nicholls, Loveless, Thomas, Loetscher, & Churches, 2015) .
Research on variation in actual task performance, however, has produced mixed results. For instance, Wang and Jentsch (1998; N = 49) asked participants to complete a cued recall task, testing their memory for the English meanings of 24 learned foreign words after a 30-min period. They found no significant difference in cued recall between the earliest and latest participants over the course of four semesters.
In contrast, Nicholls et al. (2015) did find evidence for differential sustained attention across the semester. In their study (N = 80), individuals who participated either for course credit or monetary compensation completed hundreds of trials of a reaction time-based number detection task (Sustained Attention to Response Task; Robertson, Manly, Andrade, Baddeley, & Yiend, 1997) at either the beginning or end of the semester. There were no significant differences between course credit participants and paid participants at the beginning of the semester. However, paid participants outperformed course credit participants at the end of the semester, F(1, 37) = 5.58, p = .024, η p 2 = .131, possibly related to the latter group's relatively lower levels of intrinsic motivation.
Research questions
The present project is informally called "Many Labs 3" as it follows the model established in two prior investigations for conducting the identical procedure in many different laboratories (Klein et al., 2014 (Klein et al., , 2015 . In Table 1 Correlations between time of semester and Big Five personality traits. Aviv, Zelenski, Rallo, & Larsen (2002;  using NEO-PI R; N = 257) Witt et al. (2011) Many Labs 3, we investigated the extent to which 10 psychological effects and multiple individual difference variables varied across the academic semester. The same experimental procedure was administered in 20 participant pools at institutions in the United States and Canada. This allowed us to investigate the extent to which participant characteristics and the magnitudes of different effects vary across the academic semester. If time of semester effects were observed, we also obtained a Mechanical Turk sample (MTurk; N = 737) to help distinguish between time of semester effects (unique to students) versus time of year effects. A secondary interest was to provide additional evidence about the included effects using large scale replication: their overall effect size, variation by site and sample, and moderation by time of semester. Some of the effects we included are heavily studied, but others are relatively new or have not been replicated frequently enough to clarify boundary conditions or moderating influences. The final materials and dataset will be of substantial use beyond this initial report, particularly to explore moderating influences not examined for this report. All data and materials are available for additional investigation by others (https://osf.io/ct89g/).
Method

Participants
An open invitation for researchers to participate as a data collection site was issued in early 2014 for data collection to occur from August through December. To be eligible for inclusion, participating labs agreed to administer the study procedure to at least 80 participants total with at least 40 from the first half of the semester and at least 40 from the second half of the semester. To ensure that teams were operating on similar academic calendars, participation was limited to institutions in the United States and Canada.
Twenty teams completed the data collection with the average sample size being 135.40 (SD = 63.00), ranging from 45 to 321 (see Table S1 for details of each team and Table S2 for characteristics of each participant pool). One team was unable to meet the minimum participant cutoff (N = 45), but earned authorship through other contributions. Their data are included in the aggregate set and all subsequent analyses. Overall, 69.8% of the sample were female, the average age was 19.3 years (SD = 3.7), and 53.7% were White, 9.4% Black, 16.0% Asian, 10.6% Hispanic, and 10.3% other.
These participants came from a wide range of institutions, producing a relatively diverse undergraduate sample. Although all of the directly replicated effects collected data from undergraduate participants, the current sample differs in a few ways. None of the original study collection sites are represented in the current sample. Two original studies recruited undergraduates independent of a participant pool, and two other original studies were conducted at European institutions. Finally, the current sample has a heavier representation of females compared to original studies that reported this demographic (55.5%). Sample differences that seem particularly relevant are noted in the descriptions of each effect.
We simultaneously collected participants from MTurk over the same time period (N = 737) as a comparison sample for time of year effects and sample diversity. In the MTurk sample, 48.6% of the sample were female, the average age was 35.1 years (SD = 10.9), and 66.4% were White, 15.4% Asian, 7% Black, 4.7% Hispanic, and 6.5% other. This sample was drawn from the United States and there were no requirements for previous MTurk experience (e.g., minimum number of previous HITs completed). MTurk participants received $1.25 as compensation for their time.
Selection of effects
The primary aim of the project was to detect possible variability in effect magnitudes across the academic semester when using university participant pools. To obtain a candidate list of effects and individual difference measures, we held a round of open nominations and invited submissions for any effect that fit the defined criteria. Those nominations were supplemented by ideas from the project team and from direct queries to independent experts in psychological science. Given the areas of interest of the project coordinators and most collaborators, nominations came largely from the fields of social and personality psychology.
The coordinating team sought effects and individual difference measures that fit the following criteria: (1) highly feasible implementation through a web browser or in the lab, (2) brevity of study procedures, and (3) high interest value of the theoretical domain or phenomenon. In addition, for the collected set of effects and measures we sought:
(1) diversity of represented research domains, (2) diversity of known or presumed likelihood of variation across the semester, and (3) diversity of "classic" well-established effects and contemporary effects that have untested replicability.
The project coordinating team collectively evaluated the nominated studies (see Table S3 for a list of considered effects). No specific researcher was "targeted" for replication because of concerns or skepticism about an effect. In fact, any included effect that was not reproducible at all would produce little insight about variation across the semester, which was the central research question for this project. Given this, one strategy would have been to only select classic, well-established effects for replication. However, it is possible that these effects are well established because they are resistant to contextual variation. Had we selected only well-established effects, we could have undermined the possibility of observing context effects. Our presumption was that time-of-semester effects are most likely to occur for so-called "fragile" effects that might be particularly sensitive to context. As such, we included high-profile, contemporary effects with less certain replicability, particularly from domains in which popular debate suggests fragility or sensitivity to context. This project was most concerned with detecting whether or not time of semester variation happens in regular research practices. Therefore, if we had limited our effects to one or two research domains (e.g., effects moderated by attention, Nicholls et al., 2015) , we might have maximized testing "can semester variation alter effects?", but sacrificed testing "does time of semester variation alter effects?" in ordinary research practice. Furthermore, reduced attention can be reasonably hypothesized as moderators for many effects, even if they have not been previously demonstrated as influential. In other words, we aimed to examine time-of-semester as the highly available explanation when two behavioral lab studies show different results, whatever the topic of study.
Once selected for inclusion, a member of the research team contacted the corresponding author (if alive) to obtain the original study materials and get advice about adapting the procedure for use in this study. 1 In particular, we asked the original authors if there were moderators or other limitations to obtaining the result that would be useful for the team to understand in advance or to anticipate during data collection. The team implemented a draft of the proposed study procedure and solicited feedback from the original authors to further improve the design. This process was undertaken to minimize reasons to expect different outcomes between the original outcomes and the replications. Sometimes this led to adaptations of the procedure in order to maximize its relevance in the present context, or changes to fit the constraints of the present procedure (see Table S4 for a summary of procedure adaptations). Also, some initially selected effects were eliminated during review if we could not address a priori design concerns effectively.
We implemented a draft study procedure to pre-test for length. Data collection constraints required completion of all study materials within 30 min. A pilot sample of 30 volunteers completed the on-line portion of 1 In the case of a conceptual replication of the relationship between persistence and conscientiousness, we did not follow this procedure and seek original materials.
the study procedure. We calculated the time required for 85% of participants to complete each study procedure. Following this piloting, we needed to remove three individual difference measures, shorten one procedure (Stroop task) , and eliminate two effects to meet the time constraints. After this intensive review, 10 effects, 10 individual difference measures, 3 data quality indicators, and a selection of demographics items were confirmed for inclusion in Many Labs 3. In administration of the actual procedure, we did not impose a 30 min time constraint, but individual data collection sites could let participants go before data collection completion if circumstances demanded it. 97.2% of non-MTurk participants completed the entire study.
Procedure
The study procedures and materials were reviewed and approved by the University of Virginia Institutional Review Board for the Social and Behavioral Sciences as well as IRBs from all other participating institutions.
Eight of the effects were administered in a single computerized experiment script that began with informed consent, then presented the procedures for each target effect in a random order, then presented the ten individual difference measures and three data quality indicators, and closed with demographics items and debriefing. Two of the effects could not be administered via computer, one because the participants were required to hold the measures in their hands (Weight Embodiment) and another because the original author suggested that it required a paper-pencil administration format (Metaphoric Restructuring). As such, the participant was instructed to go to the experimenter for instructions at a random point during presentation of the eight computerized tasks. At this point, the two "in-person" tasks were administered in a counterbalanced order. The script for the experiment and video simulations of experiment administration are available publicly (https://osf.io/ ct89g/).
The procedure for the MTurk sample was the same except that we removed the two "in-person" tasks and one of the computeradministered tasks that involved deception and concerned an issue at the participant's university (Elaboration Likelihood).
Demographics measures
Age
Participants noted their age in years in an open-response box.
Sex
Participants selected "male" or "female" to indicate their biological sex.
Race/ethnicity
Participants from sites in the United States indicated their race/ ethnicity by selecting: African-American, Asian-American, Native Hawaiian and other Pacific Islander, Latino or Hispanic, Native American and Alaska Native, White, non-Hispanic or Latino, or Multiracial. Those in Canada selected from: Caucasian, White; Black (African, African American); South Asian, Indian, Pakistani, etc.; East Asian, Chinese, Japanese, etc.; Arabic, Central Asian; Hispanic, Central, or South American; Aboriginal. Participants at all sites could also select "Other" and write a response.
Year in college
Participants responded to an item, "What year in college are you?" by indicating whether they are a: Freshman (first-year), Sophomore (second-year), Junior (third-year), Senior (fourth-year). Participants could also select "Other" and write a response.
College major
Participants indicated their major in an open-response box.
3.4.6. Data quality indicators Several items at the end of the study, just prior to the demographics items, assessed carelessness or lack of effort.
3.4.6.1. Participation questions. To assess the quality of the participant's engagement in the study, we asked: "How much effort did you put into the tasks during this experiment?" (1 = no effort to 5 = I tried my hardest) and "How closely did you pay attention to the instructions and tasks during the experiment?" (1 = none to 5 = I gave the tasks my undivided attention).
Participants also responded to items assessing: (1) whether they were participating as part of a class requirement, extra credit, payment, or other; (2) the type of class that required/incentivized this participation (i.e., introductory course in psychology, secondary/upper-division course in psychology, any class above secondary, research methods/ statistics course, or other); and, (3) if required, how close they were to completing their subject pool requirements (this is my first study, about 25% done, about 50% done, about 75% done, this is my last study, I am not participating for a class requirement).
3.4.6.2. Instructional attention check. The instructional attention check presented a paragraph of instructions in which the last sentence read: "So, in order to demonstrate that you have read the instructions, please ignore the preferences form below, and simply write 'I read the instructions' in the box below." Immediately below this paragraph is an item saying "In my free time I prefer:" with response options of (1) engaging in hobbies, (2) watching TV, reading, music, (3) being in nature, (4) exercising, (5) cooking or eating, and (6) other (with an open response area for writing in the correct answer).
Individual difference measures
Brief individual difference measures were selected as possible moderators of psychological effects based on prior evidence that participant characteristics vary across the semester or because of their widespread use in psychological science. Table 2 shows the descriptive statistics for all of the individual differences measures (see Table S5 for correlations among these measures). When comparisons were available, reliabilities for measures were similar to or better than prior uses.
3.5.1. Global self-esteem (Robins, Hendin, & Trzesniewski, 2001) Global self-esteem was measured using a Single-Item Self-Esteem Scale (SISE) designed as an alternative to using the Rosenberg Self-Esteem Scale (1965) . The SISE consists of a single item: "I have high self-esteem." Participants respond on a 7-point Likert scale, ranging from 1 (not very true of me) to 7 (very true of me). Robins et al. (2001) reported strong convergent validity with the Rosenberg Self-Esteem Scale (with rs ranging from .70 to .80) among adults. Further, the item had similar predictive validity to the Rosenberg Self-Esteem Scale. 3.5.2. Ten-item personality inventory for big-five personality (Gosling, Rentfrow, & Swann, 2003) We measured five dimensions of human personality (Goldberg, 1981 )-conscientiousness, agreeableness, neuroticism/emotional stability, openness/intellect, and extraversion-with the Ten Item Personality Inventory (TIPI; Gosling et al., 2003) . Each trait was assessed with two items on 7-point response scales from 1 (disagree strongly) to 7 (agree strongly). Reliabilities are somewhat lower than other, longer scales, but the five scales show satisfactory retest reliabilities (cf. Gnambs, 2014) and substantial convergent validities with longer Big Five instruments (e.g., Ehrhart et al., 2009; Gosling et al., 2003; Rojas & Widiger, 2014) . Schwarz and Clore (1983)) We measured daily mood using two items that assess the extent to which the participant is in a good or bad mood. Items begin with the same statement, "Today I generally feel..." Each set of response options is on a 7-point Likert scale, ranging from 1 (very unhappy) to 7 (very happy), and 1 (very bad) to 7 (very good).
Daily mood (adapted from
3.5.4. Perceived Stress Scaleshort form (Cohen, Kamarck, & Mermelstein, 1983) We measured perceived stress over the last week using a 4-item short-form scale that is an alternative to the original, 14-item Perceived Stress Scale (Cohen et al., 1983) . Participants respond on a 5-point Likert scale, ranging from 0 (never) to 4 (very often). The original study suggested that the shortened scale was relatively reliable (α = .72) and the factor structure was consistent with the long form.
3.5.5. Need for Cognition Scale (adapted from Cacioppo and Petty (1982) ; Skulborstad, unpublished data)
We measured need for cognition with six items that ask about the degree to which the participant enjoys engaging in complex, deliberative, and abstract thinking. Each of the items are on a 5-point Likert scale, ranging from 1 (extremely uncharacteristic) to 5 (extremely characteristic). Following past research we selected the top six factor loading items of the original scale (e.g., Verplanken, 1991; Verplanken, Hazenberg, & Palenewen, 1992; Skulborstad, unpublished data 1982) or 18 item versions (Petty, Cacioppo, & Kao, 1984) because of time constraints.
3.5.6. Work preference inventory, intrinsic motivation (Amabile, Hill, Hennessey, & Tighe, 1994) We used the 15-item general intrinsic motivation scale of the Work Preference Inventory to measure the extent to which the participant is motivated because the work itself is satisfying or intriguing. The items are rated on a 4-point Likert scale, ranging from 1 (Never or almost never true of me) to 4 (Always or almost always true of me). This scale is convergent with other forms of measured motivation, but also discriminable from measures of social desirability and intelligence.
The effects
Next, we describe the 10 selected effects with an abstract reporting the main idea of the original research with the sample size, inferential test, and effect size. Details on the methodology and analysis plan that was defined in the pre-registered protocol for each effect can be found presented in the supplementary material (https://osf.io/ct89g/). We report the aggregate result of the replications at the end of each subsection; these results are summarized in Fig. 1a , b, and Table 3 .
The focus of this replication project is to estimate the variability in effect magnitude by time of semester. As such, we aimed to identify or simplify original study designs that could be tested as twocondition experiments or as correlations when possible. Some original studies had additional conditions that were relevant for the theoretical purposes of the investigation. In those cases, the replication designs identified the key conditions relevant for estimating the effect. Also, in some cases, multiple dependent variables were included in the original design. If the dependent variables could be administered quickly, they were usually retained in the replication. When multiple outcomes were included, because they are likely to be correlated, just one or an aggregate was identified as the primary object for replication and examining variation across the semester; the others were considered secondary. Secondary outcome measures are reported in footnotes or the supplemental material. Finally, correspondence with original authors during the design process identified some potential moderating influences that could be examined with additional analyses. 4.1. Stroop task (Stroop, 1935) In the Stroop task (Stroop, 1935) , participants view words one at a time in different colors. Participants categorize the color of the font and do not need to do anything with the meaning of the word. This task is more difficult when there is a discrepancy between the color of the font and the word. For example, it is easier to categorize the font as "blue" when it is presented on the word "tree" or the word "blue" compared to being presented on the word "red." The meaning of the word "red" interferes with categorization of the font color as "blue." This task is very robust and has been used in thousands of research applications (MacLeod, 1991) . Effects on the Stroop task can be larger when participants are tired, or otherwise cognitively or emotionally depleted, because they have fewer available resources to overcome the response competition. In the present study, we incorporated a simple version of the Stroop task to test whether similar variation would be observed across the semester cycle.
The Stroop task is a within-person experiment with two response conditionsfont color congruent with color word and font color incongruent with color wordand response latency as a dependent variable. We used the D scoring algorithm for analysis of these data (Greenwald, Nosek, & Banaji, 2003) , an analysis technique that has general application to response latency contrasts (Nosek & Sriram, Table 3 Original and replication results. Stroop effect size is taken from a meta-analysis comparing Stroop performance of young adults to older adults (Verhaeghen & De Meersman, 1998) . The aggregate effect size for younger adults is reported here. *For three experiments, reliable main effects were added after observing the aggregate outcomes to have more effects to then test for variation across the academic semester. Credentials and prejudice interaction effect size was estimated as 1.28 e-6, the weighted upper bound of the 95% CI was too small to compute with the statistical software.
ηp 2 's were not available for the original self-esteem and subjective distance effects. The Cohen's d estimates are 0.21 (95% CI 0.001, 0.418) and 0.39 (95% CI 0.18, 0.60) respectively.
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) and avoids confounding influences in response latency comparisons that influence other analytic techniques (Sriram, Greenwald, & Nosek, 2010) . First, all trials with latencies above 10,000 ms were removed. Then, we calculated the average response time for all correct responses separately for congruent and incongruent trials. We replaced response latencies for trials with errors using the mean of correct responses in that condition plus 600 ms. Then, we recomputed the means for congruent and incongruent trials overall. D is the difference between these two means divided by the standard deviation of all correct trials regardless of condition. Positive scores indicate slower response times on average for incongruent compared to congruent trials. Across the replication studies (N = 3,279), participants took longer to categorize incongruent words than congruent words (M = 0.27, SD = 0.31), t(3,336) = 50.22, p b .001, d = .88, 95% CI = [.84, .92 ]. This replicated the basic effect from previous research. 2 4.2. Metaphoric structuring: understanding time through spatial metaphors (Boroditsky, 2000 , study 1)
Boroditsky (2000) demonstrated that priming participants with an ego-moving or object-moving frame of reference can influence their interpretation of an ambiguous temporal statement. Participants were given a two-page questionnaire. The first page contained four scenarios consisting of a picture and a sentence. Participants in the ego-moving condition saw scenarios describing the location of an object in reference to a stick figure (referred to as "you"). Participants in the object-moving condition saw scenarios in which two objects were described in relation to one another. Participants indicated whether the statement about the picture was true or false. On the second page, participants read an ambiguous temporal statement (e.g., "Next Wednesday's meeting has been moved forward two days") and indicated to which day the meeting had been rescheduled (e.g., "Monday" or "Friday") and how confident they felt about their choice from 1 (not at all confident) to 5 (very confident). As predicted, ego-priming was more likely to induce the answer of Friday (73.3%) than Monday (26.7%), whereas objectpriming was more likely to induce the answer of Monday (69.2%) than Friday (30.8%). Overall, 71.3% of participants responded in a prime consistent manner, χ 2 (1, N = 56) = 5.2, p b .05, d = .63, 95% CI = [.07, 1.20]. In the control condition, 54.3% of participants selected Friday and 45.7% selected Monday.
Based on the original author's recommendations, this task was completed on paper-and-pencil in the face-to-face portion of the study to ensure comparability to the original procedure, and three conditions were included: ego-prime, object-prime, and control. We excluded participants from the analyses if, in the priming condition, they failed to answer all four priming questions (see materials) correctly, or if, in any condition, they failed to select one of the two possible correct options for the day of the meeting (Monday or Friday). In the in-lab replication studies (N = 2,191), ego-priming was more likely to induce the answer of Friday (67.8%) than Monday (32.2%), whereas object-priming showed a bias in the same direction but to a lesser extent with Friday (59.5%) being more popular than Monday (40.5%). Overall, 56.4% of participants responded in a prime consistent manner, χ 2 (1, N = 1,335) = 21.90, p b .001, d = .26, 95% CI = [.15, .37 ]. The effect size was weaker, and the condition differences were shifted toward selecting Friday, compared to the original study, but the replications were nonetheless consistent with the key feature of the original demonstration: object-priming increased the likelihood of selecting Monday compared to Friday. Moreover, in the control condition (N = 856), 63.3% of participants selected Friday and 36.7% selected Monday illustrating the overall bias toward Friday (see also Lai and Boroditsky (2013) ).
4.3. Availability: a heuristic for judging frequency and probability (Tversky & Kahneman, 1973 , study 3) Tversky and Kahneman (1973) examined whether undergraduates recruited separately from a participant pool would overestimate the frequency of easier-to-imagine words relative to harder-to-imagine words. People find it easier to think of English words that begin with a certain letter (k, l, n, r, or v) than to think of words with this letter in the third position. However, these letters actually show up about twice as often in the third position compared to the first position. Participants judged whether each of these letters was more likely to show up in the first or the third position and estimated the ratio of the frequency with which they appear in each position. Tversky and Kahneman (1973) found that 105/152 participants judged the first position to be more frequent for the majority of letters and that 47/152 participants judged the third position to be more frequent for the majority of letters. The authors reported that a sign test (Grissom & Kim, 2012) showed a significant bias favoring the first position, PS dep = 0.67, p = .000004, d = .82, 95% CI = [.47, 1.17]. Additionally, the majority of participants judged each of the five letters to be more frequent in the first position, and the median estimated ratio for each of the five letters was 2:1.
Across the replication studies (N = 3088), 1612/3088 participants judged the first position to be more frequent for the majority of letters and 1476/3088 judged the third position to be more frequent for the majority of letters. The probability of favoring the first position was weak but reliable, PS dep = 0.522, p = .015, d = .09, 95% CI = [.02, .16]. 3 In addition, participants estimated the number of times a letter appeared in the first position for every ten times it appeared in the third position. In an attempt to normalize these estimates around the point of 0 (indicating that letters occurred in both positions equally) we subjected the ratio estimate for each participant to the following transformation:
If Average Ratio = 10, then Score = 0; If Average Ratio N 10, then Score = (Average Ratio/10) -1; If Average Ratio b 10, then Score = 1 -(10/Average Ratio). Negative scores indicate that the letters were judged to appear more frequently in the first position. To create an equal boundary for estimates above and below 10, we used only those with an average estimate greater than or equal to 1 and less than 100 (eliminating 18 of 2920 participants). Using this approach, participants estimated that the letters appeared more frequently in the first compared to the third position on average (M = − 0.79, SD = 1.59), t(2901) = − 26.77, p b .001, d = −.50, 95% CI = [−.54, −.46], and the effect size was much stronger than with the original estimation 2 We also compared the error rates on congruent compared to incongruent trials. We calculated a per trial error rate (number of errors divided by number of trials) for each participant for congruent and incongruent trials separately. We then calculated a difference score by subtracting the congruent error rate from the incongruent error rate. Compared to a score of zero (which would indicate equal error rates), participants made more errors on incongruent trials compared to congruent trials (M = .016, SD = .049), t(3337) = 18.52, d = .32, 95% CI = [.29, .36 ]. Overall, participants made an average of 2.25 errors (SD = 4.52). As a secondary analysis, we analyzed the Stroop effect using the mean difference of log-transformed data. This alternate strategy revealed the same effect with a slightly weaker estimate, t(3347) = 44.17, d = .76, 95% CI = [.72, .80]. 3 In an exploratory analysis by letter, we observed that the first position was favored for letters K, χ 2 (1, N = 3,225) = 106.84, p b .001, Φ = .18, and L, χ 2 (1, N = 3242) = 49.85, p b .001, Φ = .12, but the third position was favored for letter N, χ 2 (1, N = 3236) = 33.65, p b .001, Φ = .10, and there was no difference for letters R, χ 2 (1, N = 3239) = 1.15, p = .284, Φ = .02, and V, χ 2 (1, N = 3,241) = 0.682, p = .409, Φ = .01. strategy (note that Fig. 1a shows data for the original estimation strategy). 4
The relation between persistence and conscientiousness (De Fruyt, van De Wiele, & van Heeringen, 2000)
De Fruyt and colleagues (2000) investigated the relation between Cloninger's Temperament and Character Dimensions (Cloninger, 1987) and the Big Five personality index. The researchers found that Cloninger-assessed persistence correlated with the Big Five trait conscientiousness, r(128) = .46, p b .001, d = 1.04, 95% CI = [.64, 1.43].
The current study examined variation in persistence across the semester. To conceptually replicate the relation between persistence and conscientiousness, we used the unsolvable anagram task, which has been used as a measure of persistence (e.g., Aspinwall & Richter, 1999; Sommer & Baumeister, 2002) . In this task, participants are presented with a number of anagrams to unscramble. Some anagrams are solvable, others are not. Participants choose to stop working on the task whenever they would like. Persistence is the amount of time spent on the task before moving on to the next task.
Unlike the others, this is not a direct replication. The original work examined the correlation between self-perception of persistence and a long-form personality measure using a clinical sample. We added this effect as a conceptual replication because persistence and conscientiousness are two factors frequently implicated in research and beliefs regarding time of semester variation (e.g., Aviv et al., 2002; Witt et al., 2011) . No known study has examined the relationship between conscientiousness and this brief behavioral task. Moving from two self-report measures to one self-report and one behavioral measure seemed likely to reduce the estimated correlation between these constructs.
Across all replication studies (N = 3,193), there was little evidence for a relationship between conscientiousness measured with the TIPI and persistence measured with the unsolvable anagram task, r(3191) = .027, p = .134, 95% CI = [−0.008, 0.061], d = .05, 95% CI = [−.02, .12]. 4.5. Power and perspectives not taken (Galinsky, Magee, Inesi, & Gruenfeld, 2006 , study 2a) Galinsky et al. (2006) examined whether power can impair perspective taking. Their Study 2a tested whether individuals made to feel high in power were more likely to inaccurately assume that others perceive the world from the same perspective as they do compared to those made to feel low in power. Forty-two undergraduate students wrote about a time when they had power over others (high-power condition) or about a time when someone else had power over them (low-power condition). After completing two filler tasks, they read a scenario in which they and a colleague went to a fancy restaurant. The restaurant had been recommended by the colleague's friend but they and their colleague ended up having a poor dining experience. The scenario then described their colleague sending an email to their friend who recommended the restaurant saying, "About the restaurant, it was marvelous, just marvelous." Thus, the participant knew that the response was sarcastic but the friend did not. Participants in the high-power condition thought that the colleague's friend would interpret the message as being more sarcastic and less sincere (M = 3.74, SD = 1.54) than participants in the low-power condition (M = 4.84, SD = 1.30), t(40) = 2.47, p = .02, d = 0.77, 95% CI = [.12, 1.41].
In an aggregate analysis of the replication studies (N = 2,969), participants in the high-power (M = 3.75, SD = 1.55) and low-power (M = 3.80, SD = 1.57) conditions thought that the sincerity of the message would be interpreted similarly, t(2967) = 0.89, p = 0.37, d = 0.03, 95% CI = [−.04, .10]. In sum, the replications did not provide evidence of an effect of power on perspective taking. 5 4.6. Weight as an embodiment of importance (Jostmann, Lakens, & Schubert, 2009, study 2) Weight is often used metaphorically to convey importance. Jostmann et al. (2009) examined whether holding heavier objects influenced participants' perceptions of importance. In their Study 2, 51 Dutch university participants (28 in the heavy clipboard condition; 23 in the light clipboard condition) stood and completed a questionnaire on a heavy (2.25 lb) or light (1.45 lb) clipboard. Participants read a scenario in which students were not allowed to express their opinion to a university committee about the size of a study abroad grant. Participants then indicated whether or not they believed that it was important for the committee to listen to the students' opinions about the grant on a scale ranging from 1 (not at all) to 7 (very much). Participants in the heavy clipboard condition (M = 5.27, SD = 1.28) believed that it was more important for the university committee to listen to the students' opinions as compared to participants in the light clipboard condition (M = 4.21, SD = 2.10), t(49) = 2.08, p = .043, d = .59, 95% CI = [.01, 1.16]. 6 In the replication studies, we excluded participants from the analyses if the experimenter noted any behavior that would have diffused the weight of the clipboard (e.g., sitting down, resting the clipboard on a table). Across all in-lab replications (N = 2,285), participants in the heavy (M = 6.16, SD = 1.02) and light (M = 6.14, SD = 1.03) clipboard conditions believed that it was similarly important for the university committee to listen to the students' opinions, t(2283) = 0.61, p = .543, d = .03, 95% CI = [−.06, .11]. Notably, the means in both conditions were within a point of the scale ceiling. Overlapping distribution plots for both conditions are presented in Fig. 2 . They show very similar distributions for the two conditions, and also a bias toward selecting the top two scale points. 7 4.7. Warmer hearts, warmer rooms (Szymkow, Chandler, IJzerman, Parzuchowski, & Wojciszke, 2013, study 1) Many cultures use heat-based metaphors to describe personality, with communal traits often being described as "warm." Szymkow and colleagues (2013) investigated the influence of priming these metaphorically based traits on perceptions of ambient room temperature. Participants read a description of an individual who displayed either communal or agentic traits. Afterwards, participants gave their perceptions of various physical elements of the room, including an estimate of the ambient temperature. Polish university participants estimated that the ambient room temperature (°F) was warmer following the communal description (M = 69.71, SD = 4.03) compared to the agentic 4 Participants saw the five letters in this task (K, L, N, R, V) in random order. We were interested in any effect that the progression of the task could have had on participants' estimates as to whether a given letter appeared more frequently in the first or third position. We ran analyses on each trial position (first letter seen to last letter seen) to assess any order effect within this effect. The availability bias was reliably observed on the first (χ 2 = 6.96, p = .008, d = .09, 95% CI = [.02, .16]), third (χ 2 = 6.78, p = .009, d = .09, 95% CI = [.02, .16]), and fourth (χ 2 = 7.53, p = .006, d = .10, 95% CI = [.03, .17]) trials, but not on the second (χ 2 = .02, p = .902, d = .00, 95% CI = [−.06, .07]) and fifth (χ 2 = 1.47, p = .225, d = .04, 95% CI = [−.03, .11]) trials. However, the 95% CI's were overlapping for all trial positions. 5 We tested whether the length of participants' responses to the power prime (measured as the number of characters in their response) moderated the effect of high versus low-power conditions on sincerity ratings. However, we did not find a reliable Condition × Response Length interaction, F(1, 2961) = 0.39, p = .53, r = .01. 6 Additional analyses controlling for participants' mood and for task difficulty did not change the direction of the effects, though controlling for mood did weaken the effect (p = .095). 7 The clipboard in the original study was metal. Three of the present sites used a metal clipboard that was very similar to the original, and the rest used a plastic clipboard. Across the replication studies (N = 3,119), participants estimated that the ambient room temperature was about the same warmth following the communal description (M = 71.42, SD = 4.97) as in the agentic description (M = 71.38, SD = 4.79), t(3117) = 0.22, p = .827, d = .01, 95% CI = [−.06, .08]. The replications did not show evidence of the original effect. 8 4.8. Issue involvement can increase or decrease persuasion by enhancing message-relevant cognitive responses (Cacioppo, Petty, & Morris, 1983 , study 1) Cacioppo et al. (1983) investigated the impact of argument strength on persuasion, inviting participants who scored in the upper or lower third on the Need for Cognition Scale (Cacioppo & Petty, 1982) to participate. Participants either read a set of strong or weak arguments concerning the institution of comprehensive exams for undergraduates at their university. Afterwards, participants rated the quality of the arguments and how persuaded they were by them. They found that participants found stronger arguments to be more compelling than weaker arguments overall, F(1, 110) = 160.86, p b .001, η p 2 = .59, 95% CI = [.47, .67]. However, participants who were high in need for cognition showed this effect more strongly than those low in need for cognition, F(1, 110) = 22.45, p b .001, η p 2 = .17, 95% CI = [. 06, .29 ]. This study demonstrated that the quality of a persuasive message impacts people differently depending on the extent to which they process the message.
We conducted a similar test using linear regression to predict ratings of argument quality (scored as the average of five follow-up questions about the article) from article condition (strong arguments vs. weak arguments), Need for Cognition (centered), and the Condition × Need for Cognition interaction. Across the in-lab replication studies (N = 2,365), 9 participants found stronger arguments to be more compelling than weaker arguments, F(1, 2361) = 79.925, p b .001, η p 2 = 0.033, 95% CI = [.020, .048]. 10 However, unlike the original study, the interaction term was not reliably different from zero, F(1, 2361) = 0.129, p = .720, η p 2 = 5.46 e-5, 95% CI = [0, .002]. 11 Participants' need for cognition did not qualify the effect of argument quality on persuasion. The reliability of the need for cognition scale used (α = .67), was lower than has been observed for the full 34 item scale (α = .87, Cacioppo & Petty, 1982) . This reduction in reliability would be expected to attenuate the target effect. However, given the statistical power of the sample, it is unlikely that this attenuation would solely eliminate the effect. It could also be that low need for cognition participants is more against comprehensive exams at baseline. However, need for cognition was not reliably related to ratings of argument quality, F(1, 2361) = 2.386, p = .123, η p 2 = .001, 95% CI = [0, .005].
4.9. It feels like yesterday: self-esteem, valence of personal past experiences, and judgments of subjective distance (Ross & Wilson, 2002, study 2) According to the theory of temporal self-appraisal, time is a psychological variable that can vary by "closeness." Closeness refers to an individual's perception of the temporal distance between the past and the present irrespective of the actual temporal distance. For example, a person may have gotten married 15 years ago, but that experience might "feel like" it occurred much more recently. Ross and Wilson (2002) examined how subjective temporal distance varies when recalling negative compared to positive events and whether differences 8 We constructed a hierarchical multivariate model testing the effect of the manipulation (reading about a communal or agentic individual) with the additional predictors of gender of the individual in the prompt, participant gender, actual room temperature (step 1), and the interaction between target and participant gender (step 2) predicting the participant's temperature estimate of the room. Only the actual room temperature reliably predicted the participants' temperature estimation, F(1, 1,824) = 160.74, p b .001, r = .28. All other predictors were not significant (ps N .41). 9 Due to a technological issue, roughly 200 participants from one collection site saw the arguments for this effect from another site. That is, the arguments for institution comprehensive exams were phrased as a proposal at a school not their own. These participants were removed from the analyses. 10 The main effect of article condition was much smaller in this investigation compared to the original study (η p 2 = 0.033 compared to η p 2 = 0.59). It could be that the attenuated main effect here diminished the ability to detect the interaction compared to the original. However, across the 20 sites, main effect strength was actually somewhat negatively correlated with interaction effect strength, r(18) = −.39, p = .087, which speaks against this possibility. 11 Unlike the original study, we treated Need for Cognition as a continuous variable. Replicating the original analysis using only participant from the upper and lower thirds of the scale reveals similar results, failing to replicate the interaction, F(1, 1563) = 1.102, p = .294, η p 2 = 0.0007, but retaining the main effect of argument condition, F(1, 1563) = 60.171, p b .001, η p 2 = 0.023 with a weaker effect size than when using the whole sample. in self-esteem may be associated with how distant events subjectively feel, irrespective of how distant they actually are. Overall, participants were expected to feel further from negative events compared to positive events in order to buffer their self-worth against the implications those negative events have for current self-view. Because individuals with high self-esteem are more motivated to preserve their self-worth, the authors hypothesized that individuals with high self-esteem would show this effect more strongly than individuals with low self-esteem. They randomly assigned students (N = 357) to reflect either on a positive or negative academic experience. In the positive condition, participants identified the best grade they received in the previous semester. In the negative condition, participants identified the worst grade they received in the previous semester. Participants then reported how distant the course felt to them and how often they thought about this course since it ended. From a hierarchical regression model (with actual time since the class as step 1, the main effects of self-esteem and condition as step 2, and the interaction of self-esteem and condition as step 3) there was an interaction between self-esteem and condition when predicting ratings of subjective distance, t(352) = 1.98, p = .0485, β = −.136, d = 0.21, 95% CI = [.001, .418]. Participants who scored high in self-esteem felt more distant from courses in which they received their worst grade, t(352) = 3.57, β = −.31, p = .0002. Low self-esteem participants exhibited no significant relation between grade and subjective distance, t(352) = 0.83, β = −.07, p = 0.204.
For the aggregate replication test (N = 3,136), we constructed a hierarchical regression model predicting subjective distance, with actual time since the course (centered) entered in step 1, self-esteem 12 (centered) and condition (best grade or worst grade) entered in step 2, and finally the Self-Esteem × Condition interaction entered in step 3. In an aggregate analysis of all replication studies, we did not detect a reliable Self-Esteem × Condition interaction, F(1, 3131) = 1.98, p = .160, η p 2 = .001, 95% CI = [0, .004]. We did, however, observe the main effect of condition. Participants in the best grade condition felt slightly closer to the recalled class than those in the worst grade condition, F(1, 3131) = 33.24, p b .001, η p 2 = .011, 95% CI = [.005, .019]. Also, self-esteem weakly predicted subjective distance, independent of condition, with higher self-esteem predicting closer subjective distance, F(1, 3,131) = 7.97, p = .004, η p 2 = .003, 95% CI = [.0002, .007].
Course grades might have been more relevant to undergraduates compared to MTurk workers. As such, we repeated these analyses for the two groups separately. The results were similar across groups. Neither sample showed the predicted interaction, (for undergraduates: (Monin & Miller, 2001 , study 1) Monin and Miller (2001) tested whether participants were more willing to express prejudicial attitudes when their prior behavior provided evidence that they were non-prejudiced. Two hundred two undergraduates (115 men and 87 women) were approached on a university campus by the experimenter to complete an anonymous survey. This survey first asked whether five statements were right or wrong. These statements expressed sexist views, and were either phrased as describing "most women" or "some women," with the intent of inducing greater agreement with the "some" statements as opposed to the "most" statements. The authors predicted that disagreeing with sexist statements would establish an individual's moral credentials, allowing them to be more prejudiced on subsequent judgments. They did not predict an interaction with gender. Participants in a third condition saw no statements and just completed the remaining measures. Next, participants completed a 3-item filler task before reading a vignette about a manufacturing company that is hiring for a new position. After reading about the position, participants indicated whether or not they believed that the position is better suited for one gender over the other. Monin and Miller (2001) observed a main effect of moral credentials, F(2, 194) = 4.4, p = .014, η p 2 = .043, 95% CI = [.002, .103], such that participants in the "most" condition (M = 4.8) favored a man more than those in the "some" (M = 4.3) and base-rate (M = 4.5) conditions. There was also a main effect of gender, F(l, 194) = 9.9, p = .002, and an (unexpected) significant Gender × Credentials interaction, F(2, 194) = 3.7, p = .027, η p 2 = .04, 95% CI = [0, .09]. Only men were influenced by the manipulation. Among men, participants in the "most" condition (M = 5.1) differed from both the "some" (M = 4.4) and base-rate conditions (M = 4.6), t(54) = 3.3, p = .002, d = .87, and t(86) = 2.7, p = .008, d = .61. Men in the "most" condition showed a stronger tendency to endorse men for the job compared to men in the other conditions. The "some" and base-rate conditions did not differ (t[82] = −1.3, p = .197). There were no significant differences between women in the three conditions (M = 4.4, 4.3, and 4.4) , all ts b 1. For the replication design, we included only the "some" and "most" conditions. In an aggregate analysis of all replication studies (N = 3134), there was a main effect of moral credentials, F(1, 3130) = 17.01, p b .001, η p 2 = .005, 95% CI = [.001, .012]) such that participants in the "most" condition (M = 4.44, SD = 0.94) favored a man more than participants in the "some" condition (M = 4.31, SD = 0.83). There was a main effect of gender, F(l, 3130) = 48.36, p b .001, but not a Gender × Credentials interaction, F(1, 3130) = 0.0004, p = .985, η p 2 = .000. 13 In sum, the replications showed a similar main effect of the predicted credentials manipulation on making sexist judgments, but did not replicate the unexpected moderation by gender. 14
Results by site, task order, and time of semester
For each data collection site, we computed the number of days in which the participant pool was available during the semester. For each participant, their participation date was normalized by dividing the day that they participated by the total number of days available such that participation on the first day of the pool was (1/total days) and participation on the last day of the pool was 1 (see Fig. S1 for distribution of participation). This accounted for the fact that some participant pools were open for longer periods than others (e.g., sites using semesters compared to quarters). This value was tested as a moderator of the association of effect of condition for each of the outcome measures in the study.
Effects
The primary aim of the pre-registered design and analysis plan was to evaluate variation in effects across the academic semester. In the first stage of analysis, we examined the aggregate effect sizes without testing whether those effects varied across the semester. Those results, reported above in the introduction to each effect, suggested that some of the primary replication effects had effect sizes near 0. It was possible that this aggregate result would reveal a positive effect at some points in time and a negative effect at other points in time. However, it was also 12 We used a single item self-esteem measure instead of the Rosenberg Self-Esteem Scale (1965) , which was used in the original study. 13 The effect size for this interaction was estimated as 1.28 e-6. The weighted upper bound of the 95% CI was too small to compute with the statistical software. 14 A secondary dependent measure assessed whether participants agreed that "women are just as able as men to do any kind of job?" (−3 "strongly disagree" to 3 "strongly agree). Using the same analysis plan as for the primary replication, we did not find a main effect of credential condition or a Condition × Gender interaction. Unsurprisingly, there was a main effect of gender, with women (M = 1.89, SD = 1.30) agreeing with the statement more than men (M = 1.03, SD = 1.62,), F(1, 3,127) = 255.30, p b .001, r = .27. possible that this indicated a uniformly null result. If the latter, then we would have no opportunity to learn about variation across the academic semester from those effects. As a consequence, prior to conducting tests of variation across time, we decided to add three theoretically relevant main effects for studies in which the key test was an interaction effect that did not occur (Elaboration Likelihood, Self-Esteem and Subjective Distance, Credentials and Prejudice).
Variation by site
For each effect, we computed an aggregate effect size estimate with 99% confidence intervals. Fig. 1a and b represents the effect size estimates for each of the data collection sites for each effect. We also computed the variability in effect estimates following standard statistics for meta-analyses-Q and I 2 -to determine if the amount of variability across samples exceeds that expected by random error. With identical study procedures, variability exceeding expectations of sampling error is likely attributable to variation in the effect due to sample or setting. These analyses are presented in Table 4 . Overall, two effects, Self-Esteem and Subjective Distance and Credentials and Prejudice, showed signs of inter-site variation. For both effects, the interactions (I 2 = 39.25%, p = .026; I 2 = 28.17%, p = .068, respectively) and main effects (I 2 = 35.81%, p = .063; I 2 = 40.31%, p = .023, respectively) showed small to moderate variation, according to meta-analytic standards (Higgins, Thompson, Deeks, & Altman, 2003) . All other effects showed little inter-site variation (Q b 22.40, p N .288).
Variation by task order
Across the session, effects may weaken if participants get fatigued or if prior measures interfere with subsequent measures. To investigate this possibility, we conducted moderator analyses on each of the 10 + 3 effects, testing for linear and quadratic order effects (see Table 5 for summary and Table S6 for other tests of order effects). Overall, we observed very little variation by task order (average η p 2 = .0002
for effects with non-binomial outcomes, average d = .04 for effects with binomial outcomes). In addition, we analyzed the data from each effect when it was presented first in the task sequence. Comparing these results to the aggregate results revealed little variation. Metaphoric Restructuring was slightly weaker when presented first (Δd = −.18) and Availability was slightly stronger (Δd = .17). The Elaboration Likelihood main effect was also slightly stronger (Δη p 2 = .04) when presented first. All other effects showed similar strength.
Variation by time of semester
Our primary interest was in the variation of effects across the academic semester. For each of the 10 replicated effects (and 3 additional main effects) we first constructed an unconditional model, predicting the outcome variable from a fixed intercept and a random intercept of site. This was to determine the amount of variation in outcome variables between sites before examining time of semester variation in effect detection. For all but two of the models, site accounted for 1.1% of the variance or less in the dependent variable. There were nontrivial site effects for the persistence measure (5.0%; Persistence and Conscientiousness) and for temperature (22%; Warmth Perceptions). Students at some sites were more persistent with the anagrams than at other sites, and some lab rooms were perceived as warmer than others. Otherwise, there was little variation in the dependent variables by site.
Then, we constructed a mixed effects model, with the Time of Semester × Replication Independent Variable(s) as a fixed effect. We included a random intercept of site and random slope of the fixed effect by site. For many models, this random slope overparameterized the model, and was thus simplified or dropped. The final model for each effect was compared to a model without Time of Semester as a fixed interaction to test whether adding Time of Semester provided a better fit for the data. 15 We performed these analyses on participant pool participants first, and we planned to use the MTurk sample as a comparison when time of semester variation was observed. See Table 6 for a summary of variation by semester analyses.
There was little evidence for variation by time of semester for most effects. Of the 13 tested effects, model fit comparisons provided very weak evidence for three effects with slight differences by time of semester, Stroop (p = .069), Warmth Perceptions (p = .049), and Metaphoric Restructuring (p = .034). Variation in Warmth Perceptions was due to slight evidence of a main effect of temperature ratings declining over the course of the semester, presumably because of the onset of Fall (η p 2 = .001, 95% CI = [0, .005]), and variation in Stroop was evidence of a slightly stronger Stroop effect later in the semester (η p 2 = .002, 95% CI = [0, .007]). For variation of Metaphoric
Restructuring, we conducted a logistic regression predicting prime consistent responding from Time of Semester but found no significant effect χ 2 (1, N = 1332) = 0.010, p = .920. However, this effect did show variation near the end of the semester. We observed a slightly stronger effect in the last 20% of the semester (d = .36) compared to the first 80% (d = .24). MTurk participants showed directionally similar but unreliable patterns, including a very small increase in the Stroop effect over time, F(1, 618) = 2.25, p = .134, η p 2 = .004, 95% CI = [0, .019], and tiny declining temperature estimates over time F(1, 571) = .88, p = .350, η p 2 = .002, 95% CI = [0, .014]. We did not administer the Metaphoric Restructuring task to the MTurk participants.
With so little evidence for a time of semester effect, we conducted a follow-up exploratory analysis comparing data from the first 80% of the semester to the last 20% of the semester. This was to focus the test on the intuition that the inattentive or unmotivated participants are those that complete studies at the very end of the semester. Results are summarized in supplementary Table S7 . Again, we found little evidence of variation in effect magnitudes, observing the largest difference for Metaphoric Restructuring. The large number of comparisons suggests caution in interpreting this effect, however.
Overall, the data revealed little evidence for variation in effect magnitudes by time of semester. Even when just considering effects that replicated in aggregate, only two of six effects showed hints of time of semester variation (Stroop, Metaphoric Restructuring) . In both cases, the effects were actually larger toward the end of the semester compared to the rest of the semester. Note. Effects were ordered from the largest to the smallest observed effect size (see Table 3 ). Heterogeneity tests conducted with R-package metafor. REML was used for estimation for all tests. 15 The mixed effects model for Weight Embodiment violated the assumption of normally distributed residual variance. To correct this, we inverse reflection transformed the response variable using the formula: 1/(8 -response).
Data quality indicators
Participants reported fairly high levels of effort (M = 3.71, SD = .78; Scale 1 = no effort to 5 = tried my hardest) and attention (M = 3.92, SD = .74; Scale 1 = none to 5 = I gave my undivided attention), and 37.3% failed the instructional attention check, similar to prior demonstrations with this challenging check (Oppenheimer, Meyvis, & Davidenko, 2009) Only one effect, Availability Heuristic, was reliably moderated by performance on the attention check, with those who failed the check actually showing a stronger effect (p = .032, d = .08; see Table S8 for a full summary of results). The attention check did not moderate any of the time of semester effects observed either (ps N .512).
To analyze time of semester variation in these data quality indicators, we constructed mixed effects models predicting the data quality indicators with Time of Semester as a fixed effect and a random intercept of Site (see Table 6 ). We compared these models to models without Time of Semester as a fixed effect. Unconditional models revealed that 2.5% of variance in Reported Effort, 1.6% of the variance in Reported Attention, and 4% of the variance in the Attention Check was explained by intersite variation. This suggests more variation in effort and attention across sites than variation in responses on most of the dependent variables.
Model comparison revealed that the addition of Time of Semester reliably improved model fit for Reported Effort (p b .001), Reported Attention (p b .001), and the Attention Check (p = .009). As the semester progressed, reported effort declined, r(2626) = −.11, p b .001, 95% CI = [−.14, −.07], as did reported attention, r(2628) = −.08, p b .001, 95% CI = [−.12, −.04], and participants were more likely to fail the attention check, r(2621) = −.08, p b .001, 95% CI = [−.12, −.04]. All of these effects were small.
Demographics
To observe demographic trends over the semester, we constructed mixed effects models predicting participant sex, age, ethnicity, and year in school from Time of Semester as a fixed effect and a random intercept of Site (see Table 6 for a summary). Time of Semester only reliably improved the model for participant sex, χ 2 (1, N = 2598) = 17.57, p b .001. Participants were more likely to be male as the semester progressed, r(2598) = .12, p b .001, 95% CI = [.08, .16].
Individual differences
To evaluate variation across the semester, we constructed linear mixed effects models testing each of the 10 individual difference variables (see Table 6 ). We compared a model with Time of Semester as a fixed effect and a random intercept of Site with a model lacking the Time of Semester fixed effect. These model comparisons revealed that Time of Semester reliably improved models for conscientiousness (p b .001), mood (p = .005), and stress (p = .001). Follow-up analyses showed that as the semester progressed, participants were less conscientious, r(2626) = −.14, p b .001, 95% CI = [−.18, −.10], reported worse mood, r(2634) = −.07, p = .001, 95% CI = [−.10, −.03], and reported being more stressed, r(2621) = .08, p b .001, 95% CI = [.04, .12]. All of these effects were small, and none of the other individual differences were reliably moderated by time of semester.
Finally, in exploratory analyses, we investigated whether the data quality indicators or individual differences that varied over the semester moderated the effects that varied over the semester (Stroop, Metaphoric Restructuring) . However, none of these data quality indicators or individual differences moderated Stroop or Metaphoric Restructuring (all p's N .253, see supplementary materials for details).
Discussion
This crowdsourced project evaluated whether variation in effect magnitudes can be partially attributed to the time of semester of data collection. The answer from the 10 + 3 investigated effects is largely no. Detected effects had similar effect sizes regardless of when data collection occurred and effects that were not detectable during some part of the semester were not detectable at any point during the semester.
Consistent with literature showing that Stroop effects are sensitive to the availability of cognitive resources to overcome response competition (Kane & Engle, 2003) , the Stroop effect was slightly stronger toward the end of the semester (last 20% d = .92) compared to the beginning (first 80% d = .89), but even that effect was very small. Also, there was a hint of stronger effects for Metaphoric Restructuring at the end of the semester compared to earlier. All told, effects showed little to no moderation by time of semester, site of data collection, and order in which the tasks were administered.
Qualifying the generality of the conclusion, of the ten original effects we examined, only three replicated the original result, regardless of the time of semester. After observing this, but prior to testing time of semester effects, we added three successful main effect replications. These provided no additional evidence for time of semester effects. Examining only the reliable effects, two of the six showed any time of semester variation, and those two effects became very slightly stronger, not weaker, in the latter parts of the semester.
The conclusions would be more definitive had a greater proportion of the effects shown a reliable result. Moreover, the selection of effects was by no means a random selection or representative sample of all possible effects. As such, the present results provide a provocative, but constrained conclusion. With a very high-powered design, time of semester was largely irrelevant for estimating the magnitude of experimental and correlational effects. The extent to which the present results will generalize across replicable experimental and correlational effects is unknown.
What does change across the academic semester
If effects do not change across the semester, what does? The present study replicated and extended prior observations (Nicholls et al., 2015; Witt et al., 2011) . As the semester progressed, participants reported slightly less effort and attention, were slightly more likely to fail an attention check, were slightly less conscientious, had slightly worse mood, had slightly higher stress, and had slightly higher representation of men compared to women. These effects are regularly hypothesized and easily recognized by frequent users of participant pools even though time of semester accounts for only about 1% of the variance in each. As such, participant characteristics did shift slightly across the semester, but these shifts had little impact on the detectability of the tested correlations and experimental results. In fact, these indicators suggest slightly weakening data quality later in the semester, but the two effects that did change actually showed stronger effects toward the end.
Moderation of effects
A common explanation for the challenges of replicating results across samples and settings is that there are many seen and unseen moderators that qualify the detectability of effects (Cesario, 2014) . As such, when differences are observed across study administrations, it is easy to default to the assumption that it must be due to features differing between the samples and settings. Besides time of semester, we tested whether the site of data collection, and the order of administration during the study session moderated the effects. Whether the task was administered first, in the middle, or last had minimal impact on the investigated effects. This is consistent with the first "Many Labs" study (Klein et al., 2014) . This suggests against the possibility that there is something about the procedure of combining studies into a single session that disrupts detectability of effects.
We did observe some evidence of variation by sample or setting for main effects and interactions of two of the ten studies, Self-Esteem and Subjective Distance and Credentials and Prejudice. These are demonstrations of a truism in social psychologythat effects vary by sample and setting. If anything, it is notable that sample and setting variation was not more prevalent. Investigating variation by sample and setting is the focus of the second "Many Labs" study with many samples and societies included in the study (Klein et al., 2015) .
Another potential moderator of well-known effects is participant knowledge. For example, Elaboration Likelihood and Availability Heuristic are often taught in introductory psychology classes. If students learned about these effects in their courses, it is possible that this would reduce observed effects (see, however, Lambdin and Shaffer (2009) ). However, if that were the case, we would expect to observe time of semester variation on classic effects, as students would presumably learn about these effects sometime during the academic term, making them less detectable near the end of the term. In addition, students would likely vary in their knowledge of these effects from site to site, as different lessons would be taught at different universities. Given the lack of variation from these two sources this seems unlikely to have occurred.
Insights about the selected effects
We were surprised that several effects showed null effects in our large sample. The present study's very large sample size and lack of moderating effects by site, order, and time of semester does provide precision and some definitiveness about these paradigms under these conditions. However, under these conditions, is a critical qualifying phrase. The present results do not definitively suggest that the observed nulls are always null, nor do they definitively suggest that the original positive results are false positives. What can be concluded is that those effects are not distinguishable from zero with the samples, settings, materials, and procedure employed here.
Even among effects that did replicate in aggregate, we observed smaller effect sizes compared to the original demonstrations. Although past replication projects have observed similar declines in effect strength (Open Science Collaboration, 2015) , there are several possible explanations for the declines observed in this study. For instance, in some cases, the original materials or methods were altered to accommodate the constraints of this investigation. 16 Based on a priori theorizing and review these alterations were not expected to alter the results of the replications substantially. 17 Even so, such changes might have had unexpected influences. For example, the original weight importance study was conducted with a Dutch sample. Our samples were from North America, and we did not anticipate this change to qualify the effect based on the current theoretical understanding. Across our 20 sites, we observed mean scores in both conditions of the weight importance study that were within a point of the ceiling reducing the power to detect an effect. The original study had lower means particularly in the light clipboard condition making it an outlier by comparison. It is possible that the change in samples is responsible for the shift in means. Another possibility is that the original study's lower means, particularly in one condition, were an unusual chance occurrence. Parsing between these possibilities requires conducting a replication that includes the original (Dutch) population.
Furthermore, many of the theories invoked by the selected effects have been demonstrated using various methods. For our purposes, we had to select a single instantiation. Thus, our results can only speak to those instantiations, not necessarily the broader theory. A better theoretical understanding of each effect, and the theories they are derived from, will be achieved when the conditions for influencing the effect magnitude are articulated and demonstrated empirically. The present evidence and further explorations of the dataset may provide useful hypothesizing for how to begin that search.
A notable procedural difference between this and the original studies is that the effects were investigated in a single experimental protocol. It is reasonable to hypothesize that this procedural difference produced smaller effects in the replications particularly if they occur later in the~30 min protocol. The present evidence suggests that this did not occur, particularly because the order of tasks did not moderate the observed effects, including considering only the first task completed. Moreover, the first Many Labs project (Klein et al., 2014) had a similar procedure and reliably detected 10 (and the 11th weakly) of 13 effects, with some effects producing larger effect size estimates compared to the original. An untested possibility is that the procedure weakened effects of even the first task completed because participants anticipated doing many tasks. However, because there were no order effects in this study, such an influence would need to be equal to the disruptive impact of having just experienced the other tasks. While we do not find this idea to be particularly plausible, it would be straightforward to test in new research.
Three of the investigated interaction effects did not replicate: Elaboration Likelihood, Self-Esteem and Subjective Distance, and Credentials and Prejudice. In all three cases, a theoretically relevant main effect was observed. For Credentials and Prejudice, we observed the effect of credentials on prejudice, but that effect was not qualified by gender (Monin & Miller, 2001) . Our perception is that the interaction effect is much less theoretically essential than the main effect of credentials. In fact, Monin and Miller (2001) did not anticipate an interaction; it emerged unexpectedly in their first study and did not persist in their second study, which used a different manipulation of credentials. As such, the present replication can be seen as affirming their original theoretical expectations, and disconfirming the unexpected moderation by gender. Likewise, for Self-Esteem and Subjective Distance (Ross & Wilson, 2002) , we did observe that positive past events felt closer than negative past events, but we did not replicate the moderation of this effect by self-esteem. In our view, the main effect is most vital theoretically. Finally, in Elaboration Likelihood (Cacioppo et al., 1983) , we observed that stronger arguments were more persuasive than weaker arguments, but this was not qualified by need for cognition. The failure to replicate this interaction is one of the most surprising results from this study. The Elaboration Likelihood Model is among the most developed and empirically investigated theories in psychology (Petty & Briñol, 2012) . Our result would seem to be an outlier in the literature, albeit a highly precise one. In light of this, it is important to note that we only tested one instantiation relevant to this theory. Post hoc, we examined possible moderators to account for the difference, but did not find support for any of them. We do not have an explanation for why no effect was observed under these circumstances.
Additional analysis opportunities
The amassed dataset is rich for exploring the individual effects, individual difference variables, interactions between the two, and alternate ways to analyze the aggregate data. Our analysis plan for the main article focused on time of semester variability and not, for example, exploring moderating influences in depth. However, the data set and all materials are available publicly to encourage further investigations by others (visit https://osf.io/ct89g/).
Conclusion
Conventional wisdom among behavioral scientists suggests that the time of semester for data collection from participant pools is an important factor for obtaining effects. Our powerful design across 20 participant pools found more evidence against this conclusion than for it. We did find evidence that the characteristics of the sample changes across the semester, but those changes did not alter detection of the selected effects.
Should researchers now discount conventional wisdom? Therein is the incompleteness of any single investigation. The present results are the only known large-scale investigation of the influence of time of semester on a variety of effects. As such, the present results should give pause to speculative invocations of time of semester as an explanatory 16 Detailed explanations of all known alterations are located in Supplementary Information: Methods for Selected Effects and a summary of alterations can be found in Table S4 . 17 With the exception of the Stroop effect. We used a simplified version with fewer colors and trials than most research applications, so a smaller (still large) effect size was expected.
factor. At the same time, conventional wisdom often has a basis in experience. It is possible that there are some conditions under which the time of semester impacts observed effects. However, it is unknown whether that impact is ever big enough to be meaningful.
